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EXT. POLICE STATION. DAYTIME

There is a police station.

INT. POLICE INTERVIEW ROOM. DARK

DCI SCOTT opens a door into an interview room. DCI ADAMS is

standing against the wall at the corner of the room, his

arms are folded and he looks intimidating. DCI SCOTT

approaches him.

DCI. SCOTT

Any movement?

DCI. ADAMS

Nope, nothing. He hasn’t even

flinched.

DCI SCOTT walks towards the table, he slaps down a cup of

coffee on the table. He take’s out a tape recorder from his

inside pocket, places it on the desk and presses the record

button.

DCI. SCOTT

Interview commencing at 13:40,

officers present DCI. Scott and

DCI. Adams. Suspect present, Mr K

Power.

So. Karl. (pause) We know we you

took it. The evidence is

conclusive. 3 different witness put

you at the scene of the crime, even

your own mother has come forward to

testify. What do you have to

say?....

There is an eerie silence. The DCI SCOTT stands up and

slowly walks away and towards DCI ADAMS. DCI ADAMS

acknowledges him and throws his arms out. DCI SCOTT then

returns to the table, he looks stressed as the suspect is

saying nothing in response. He sits down and puts his hands

together.

DCI. SCOTT

Karl. This is much easier if you

talk to us. You help us, we help

you. It’s as simple as that.

DCI SCOTT reaches into his pocket and pulls out a packet of

cigarettes. He offers one to Karl. There is a no response.

He takes out a cigarette and puts it in his mouth. He goes
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to light it up, then retracts and takes the cigarette out of

his mouth and taps it on the table. In the background, DCI

ADAMS is walking around the back of the room.

DCI. SCOTT

You know, I used to be like you.

Young, arrogant, thought I was

invincible. But you learn that your

actions have consequences.

DCI SCOTT is visibly getting angry. He is tensing up, he

stands up, turns around, then quickly turns back towards the

table and slams his hand down.

DCI. SCOTT

They have fucking consequences!

(PAUSE)

You know. You could be looking at a

very long time behind bars. A very

long time.

There is another silence. DCI SCOTT stares at him. He raises

his hands to his head.

DCI. SCOTT

Oh come on. This is getting

ridiculous now. Just admit it.

Admit it! (shouted)

DCI Scott now is high-rate. DCI Adams now walks over, and

drags DCI Scott back. He leans over the table.

DCI. ADAMS

Where is the hand? (shouted)

As DCI Adams says the final word, he points the desk lamp

onto the suspects face. This is the reveal shot,

PUPPET

I’m not saying anything until I

speak to my lawyer.

Both DCI Adams and DCI Scott look at each other in awe. DCI

Adams then drags his chair into the corner of the room, he

stands on it, and disconnects the CCTV.

FIN.


